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ICWA in Action
Our mission is to preserve and protect
Monroe County’s abundant, pure water.

Here’s how you are making an impact!
(Highlights from 2019 and 2020)
From Swiss Cheese to Candy Darters …
Building a better understanding of Monroe County’s water resources and vulnerabilities.
From the USGS “hydro” study of Monroe, to collaborations with WVU faculty and students, to
partnering with state environmental agencies – ICWA believes that engaging and sharing new
knowledge with residents, local officials, and state and federal agencies will lead to greater
awareness, better planning and more effective protection.
• USGS water study report expected later this year:
ICWA will share it when we can. Among the studies
done for this report was detailed LIDAR mapping of the
county to support verifications and updates to the
USGS topographical map of our area (last updated in
1926!). LIDAR uses light waves to sense precise
distances to earth. Monroe’s karst terrain really does
look like swiss cheese.
•

WVU research on Peters Mountain wraps up (for
now): The multi-year research into the springs along
Peters Mountain concluded with Dr. Dorothy Vesper
and her graduate students sharing their findings with
the public (including landowners with springs that were
part of the study) at a pizza and info meeting.

LIDAR view north of Union. Knobs Road is seen faintly
to the left; US-219 on the right. Swiss cheese dimples
are sinkholes, showing extensive karst at the base of
(and on) the Knobs.

•

A new WVU collaboration takes off: ICWA’s online
interactive environmental map has been a valuable resource for analyzing issues along the
Mountain Valley Pipeline (MVP) route and other county areas. Moving into 2021, we are
working with WVU faculty and students to update and expand its potential for use by ICWA,
county officials, anyone – to assess water-related safety
factors in Monroe County, esp. in karst terrain.

•

Candy Darters once swam in Indian Creek! At ICWA’s
2019 annual meeting, we learned that Indian Creek was
a former habitat of the endangered candy darter and a
possible candidate for reintroduction (although there
are many ‘ifs’, including a competing darter variegate).
Anglers can help: Dump unused bait into trash, not
streams. Transferring live bait to a different stream can
upset natural fish communities. For more information:
https://www.fws.gov/northeast/candydarter

Male (top) and female candy darter. Found only in
West Virginia and Virginia, the candy darter was
named to the endangered species list in 2018.

From Indian Creek to Charleston …
Raising awareness and supporting laws that protect the waters of West Virginia.
Just as the clean water that starts in our headwaters flows downstream to Charleston, ICWA
members have been sending a consistent message to decision-makers at the WV DEP and our WV
Legislature: “Safeguard West Virginia’s precious water!”
• ICWA and DEP: Ongoing monitoring and complaints have kept
DEP’s field inspectors alerted to MVP issues along the route in
Monroe County and parts north. (More than 200 complaints
have been logged by one tireless volunteer!)
•

MVP Field Tour and Town Hall Lunch opened legislators’ eyes:
In July 2019, ICWA and West Virginia Rivers Coalition (WVR)
hosted WV legislators for a tour of MVP pipeline construction
near the Greenbrier River crossing, followed by a town hall
lunch with more than 40 community members who shared
their concerns. The next week, several legislators, ICWA and
WVR met with DEP to identify ways to increase enforcement resources.

•

Your calls and emails help! Your responses to Action Alerts ICWA
forwards from WVR and other environmental organizations are noticed
and make a difference. Many thanks … and expect to see more waterrelated alerts this legislative session.
WV legislators got a firsthand view of construction

From the Pipeline Corridor to the Courts …

sites, talked with property owners, and even shared
close encounters with MVP traffic on hairpin turns.
(Photo by Joel Preston Smith; with thanks to WVR.)

Keeping the spotlight and pressure on the Mountain Valley Pipeline.
Over the past two years, through 41 comments and objections, ICWA has called attention to the
unique hazards of the MVP route, as well as MVP’s failed erosion and control plans and repeated
efforts to evade the original terms of its certificate. Enclosed is a brief overview of the status of
current legal cases to which ICWA is a party. ICWA appreciates the talent and commitment of
attorneys and advocacy groups involved, and we are especially grateful to ICWA members who
speak for us all by sharing their experiences on the record in personal statements as ‘declarants’.

Looking Ahead …
The mission of ICWA will always be to preserve and protect Monroe County’s abundant, pure
waters. As ICWA looks to the year ahead, we hope to:
•
•
•
•
•

See the taillights of all MVP trucks heading out of the county and state.
Continue pressing for responsible legislation on water quality.
Partner with state and local agencies to improve water quality and habitat in Monroe.
Engage families along our creeks to take an active interest in their shared resource.
Have some fun in the creek!!

We hope you’ll join us!
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ONGOING SUPPORT TO PROTECT MONROE COUNTY’S WATER!
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